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ERRATA

1) Since we had only one hexagonal die in our lab, we fabricated DRs of the same side length “a”, but of different heights throughout the thesis

2) pp. 24: Eqn. 1.1, \( X_{np} \) is the root of the characteristic equation \( J_n(X_{np}) = 0 \) or \( J_n'(X_{np}) = 0 \) and \( J_n \) is the \( n \)th order Bessel function of the first kind, \( J_n' \) is the first derivative of \( J_n \)

3) pp. 25, Ref. for Q-minimum, Dielectric resonators, Edited by D. Kajfez and Pierre Guillon, Artech House, 1986


5) pp. 28, 2nd sentence after Eq. 1.6: read as “Low Q-factor occurs for small values of dielectric constant”


7) pp. 71, line 4 from the bottom, “special” should be replaced by “spatial”.

8) Section (3.4.4), The polarisation of the test antenna is measured by manually rotating the horn antenna about its axis, not by using the position controller.

9) pp. 76-79: “dye” should be replaced by “die” that is the device used for producing a shaped DR from the material powder.


11) pp. 150: denominator of Eq. 6.42 is \( \Delta y \) instead of \( \Delta x \).

12) pp. 159: Don’t get confused with the sides of the cross section of the DR that seem unequal in Fig. 6.3 (d). All are of equal length “a”.
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